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An early pictograph of the American Indian representing an ox.

The first letter of the Phoenician alphabet, meaning ox.

Some diaries are best read as they were written: one day at a time. They should be set down on the night table and consumed slowly. Certain lives, usually quiet ones, seem meant to be slipped into for only a few minutes a day, like a footbath.


Mr. Magoo bids the normally sighted, or the smug spectacle-wearers, laugh at uncorrected myopia. He shakes hands with a bear he takes to be Dr. Milmoss, thinks a skyscraper scaffolding a restaurant, believes the seabed to be a motorway, but he always comes through unscathed and disabused. My adventures have been less sensational. I once entered a bank in Stratford-on-Avon and ordered a drink. I have waved back at people waving at someone else. There was an electric skysign in All Saints, Manchester, which said UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE and I read as UPROARIOUSLY FUNNY. In the army I failed to salute officers and, fiercely rebuked, then saluted privates. I have spoken to women in the streets I thought I knew and thus got to know them... The myopic eye is not lazy: it is too busy creating meanings out of vague donnees. Compensation for lifelong myopia comes in old age: presbyopia supervenes on the condition and cancels it. I am forced now into perfect sight and I am not sure I like it.


Left:
Father used to say, "I shall not leave you much money, but I will teach you every job, then you can always get work." He showed us every job in the garden and on the farm, including how to get stone in the quarry and trim it to build stone walls, and how to put a roof on a shed... He also taught us how to lay hedges. When I was a boy, for some reason I never wanted to play games with the others, but always to stroll around The Tump and the woods with the dog, and look at the sheep and the plants and the trees.


My father never kept a diary, but he never threw away a canceled check, either. When he died a few years ago I came across thousands of them in perfect order in a series of shoeboxes. Amidst stacks of others that took the family from the children's milk through his own bifocals, I found the one that paid the doctor who delivered me. My father knew they didn't audit you for 1951 in 1980; he kept those checks for another reason.


A pupil should be taught what it means to know something, and not to know it; what should be the design and end of study; what valor, temperance, and justice are; the difference between ambition and greed, loyalty and servitude, liberty and license; the marks of true and solid contentment; the extent to which we should fear disgrace, affliction, and death; the true springs of our actions and the reasons for our varied thoughts and desires. Our first lessons, I think, should teach us how to rule our behavior and understanding, how to live and die well.

What was perhaps more extraordinary about Austin was that he would never speak a word if he could write it. We lived in the same house, a very little one, yet he would always communicate with me by note if I was not in the same room with him. He had dozens of letter-books. He seized upon every opportunity for writing a letter, and every letter, whether to a publisher or to a cobbler, was written with the same care. When closing a letter to some insignificant person about the veriest trifle, he would say "And that's literature." I have never seen him happier than when he had to answer an unpleasant letter. Before he sat down, I would hear him bubbling and chortling for quite a time. "Now for it," he would say at last; "I'm going to flick that gentleman with my satire." "I cultivate the gentle art of making enemies," he would say. "A friend is necessary, one friend-- but an enemy is more necessary. An enemy keeps one alert." I do believe he made enemies, or fancied he made them, for the sole pleasure of being able to "flick them with his satire."


---

Einstein's space is no closer to reality than Van Gogh's sky... The scientist's discoveries impose his own order on chaos, as the composer or painter imposes his; an order that always refers to limited aspects of reality, and is biased by the observer's frame of reference, which differs from period to period, as a Rembrandt nude differs from a nude by Monet.


---

I think contemporary fiction is divided between those who are still writing performatively and those who are not. Writing for voice, in which you imagine a performance in the auditory sense going on, is traditional and old-fashioned and dying. The new mode is not performative and not auditory. It's destined for the printed page, and you are really supposed to read it the way they teach you to read in speed reading. You are supposed to crisscross the page with your eye, getting references and gists; you are supposed to see it flowing on the page, and not sound it in the head. If you do sound it, it is so bad you can hardly proceed... By the mouth for the ear: that's the way I'd like to write. I can still admire the other-- the way I admire surgeons, broncobusters, and tight ends. As writing, it is that foreign to me.

My last abortive American project was the time Woody Allen proposed that I play myself in *Annie Hall*. He offered me thirty thousand dollars for two days' work, but since the shooting schedule conflicted with my trip to New York, I declined, albeit not without some hesitation. (Marshall McLuhan wound up doing the self-portrait in my place, in the foyer of a movie theatre.)


It would be interesting if some real authority investigated carefully the part which memory plays in painting. We look at the object with an intent regard, then at the palette, and thirdly at the canvas. The canvas receives a message dispatched usually a few seconds before from the natural object. But it has come through a post-office en route. It has been turned from light into paint. It reaches the canvas a cryptogram. Not until it has been deciphered, is its meaning apparent, is it translated once again from mere pigment into light. And the light this time is not of Nature but of Art.


A few months later, I made *Un Chien Andalou*, which came from an encounter between two dreams. When I arrived to spend a few days at Dali's house... I told him about a dream I'd had in which a long, tapering cloud sliced the moon in half, like a razor blade slicing through an eye. Dali immediately told me that he'd seen a hand crawling with ants in a dream he'd had the previous night. "And what if we started right there and made a film?" he wondered aloud. Despite my hesitation, we soon found ourselves hard at work, and in less than a week we had a script. Our only rule was very simple: No idea or image that might lend itself to a rational explanation of any kind would be accepted. We had to open all doors to the irrational and keep only those images that surprised us, without trying to explain why.

We were stopped in Racine by a policeman, for speeding down main street and failing to signal at a turn. We found no registration, and my driver's license had been left in work clothes. Mr. Wright and Woolcott handled the situation together. Complimenting each other extravagantly, they put on a show that overwhelmed the officer, who soon found out he was in the presence of two great Americans. "Officer," declared Mr. Wright, "this is Alexander Woollcott, the great New Yorker writer." Woolcott took his turn. "And Officer, this is Wisconsin's Frank Lloyd Wright, America's foremost architect, no, the world's best architect." Interrupting each other, they bantered back and forth until the policeman was completely confused. We were excused. We got back in the car. Roared Mr. Wright, "Drive on!" I drove on.


I can't recognize most of my daily doings when they appear in Aristotle. They are decked out or hidden in another cloak for the benefit of schoolmen. God grant they are in the right, but if I were in that business I'd do as much to make art natural as they do to make nature artificial.


Every time we came home from the store with a new jar of peanut butter, my dad, when we would go out of the room, would write the initials of the one he thought had been the best that week. And then the next morning, or whenever we'd go to open the peanut butter to put on our toast or something, he'd say, "Oh look what's here!" And he would tell us that it was the little fairy that lived in the light downstairs, whose name was Matilda and that she had done it. That used to make you be good so you could get your name in the peanut butter.


About a year after my grandfather died I took a trip across the country and stopped in St. Louis to see my grandmother. It turned out that they had a lot of money tucked away here and there—money under the mattress, in different banks, fifties here and there. It all added up to close to one hundred thousand dollars. When I stopped again on the way back, I went into the house and my grandmother says, "Oh, Leslie, I have something for you, upstairs. I had thought about giving it to you on your way across the country." And here I was, old greedy me thinking that maybe she had found a hundred dollar bill under the mattress and was thinking of giving it to me. So I followed her upstairs, toward the bedroom when she all of a sudden makes a cut into the bathroom, and she opens the cabinet and pulls out these two huge bottles of mouthwash and she says, "Your grandfather was going to use these but he didn't get a chance."


Curiosities:
That the inventor of the first aluminum canoe was the father of Lee Bontecou, the American sculptor. That Jean-Paul Sartre was a cousin of Albert Schweitzer. That Hart Crane's father was the originator of Life Saver candies. That Arthur Koestler invented a salad fork that hooks onto the salad bowl, an adjustable picture hanger, and the first Hebrew crossword puzzle. That Francis Galton was a cousin of Charles Darwin. That the French chemist Michel Eugene Chevreul, known by artists for his description of the simultaneous contrast of colors, was the inventor of margarine, and the discoverer of cholesterol. That the wheelbarrow was invented by Pascal.

In 1954, Professor Frank retired from Harvard, and I helped him clean out his office. It was unbelievable chaos. He had, as I remember, a rolltop desk, and from it he extracted letters, some of which he had never opened, and which dated from the 1930's. He opened a few and observed, "You see, they were not so important anyway."*


Every house worth considering as a work of art must have a grammar of its own. "Grammar," in this sense, means the same thing in any construction—whether it be of words or of stone or wood. It is the shape-relationship between the various elements that enter into the constitution of the thing. The "grammar" of the house is its manifest articulation of all its parts. This will be the "speech" it uses. To be achieved, construction must be grammatical. ... When the chosen grammar is adopted (you go almost indefinitely with it into everything you do) walls, ceilings, furniture, etc., become inspired by it. Everything has a related articulation in relation to the whole and all belongs together; looks well together because all together are speaking the same language. If one part of your house spoke Choctaw, another French, another English, and another some sort of gibberish, you would have what you mostly have now—not a very beautiful result. Thus, when you do adopt the "grammar" of your house—it will be the way the house is to be "spoken," "uttered." You must be consistently grammatical for it to be understood as a work of Art.


For one project we kept chickens and I found it distressing when brown Betty, who had all the year kept us supplied with eggs, had her neck wrung for us by a next door neighbor so that we could have a good Christmas dinner. When mother started to clean and pluck the bird, she felt too sentimental to carry on. The neighbors decided with us, to change the birds round and this became the practice every Christmas. As Mrs Hardman from next door said, "After you have fed and talked to them for so long, it would be like eating one of your own children."


I remember when I was a boy going upon the beach and being charmed with the colors and forms of the shells. I picked up many and put them in my pocket. When I got home I could find nothing that I gathered—nothing but some dry ugly mussel and snail shells. Thence I learned that Composition was more important than the beauty of individual forms... On the shore they lay wet and social by the sea and under the sky.


She told granny that one day she and some other children were playing in Africa. They sighted a red flag at a distance from them. They became curious as to what the red flag was and ran to it. On approaching they were grabbed by some white men and put on a ship. This ship brought them to Virginia where they were sold. She always hated anything red because that was the color that attracted her from home and people whom she never saw or heard from. She is referred to often saying, "Oh that red rag, that red rag brought me here."

One has written a letter, taking pains to make it as attractive as possible, and now one impatiently awaits the reply. "Surely the messenger should be back by now," one thinks. Just then he returns; but in his hand he carries, not a reply, but one's own letter, still twisted or knotted as it was sent, but now so dirty and crumpled that even the inkmark on the outside has disappeared. "Not at home," announces the messenger, or else, "They said they were observing a day of abstinence and would not accept it." Oh, how depressing!


By grammar, he meant: the relationship of the elements to the whole, governed by a regulating system. For the Martin house, Mr. Wright used one kind of brick outside, so he used the same brick on the inside... In keeping with the grammar, the tile on the floor of the exterior porch was the same as the tile on the floor inside. He used only one kind of plaster... and only one kind of wood: oak. The chairs and tables were oak and so was all the wood trim. The total feeling of the house was of one stripe, from the overall plan down to the furniture, the door jambs, and the window frames.